Recent computer frauds increase

By Bruce Kaplan

Computer fraud is one of America's fastest growing and most lucrative types of crime. Within the last month, a computer expert has managed to steal $10.2 million from a West Coast bank by altering his consultant's status and breaking the bank's secret code. He had the Federal Reserve Bank transfer the money to an account in Switzerland.
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MIT dormitory residents do not gain interest on their required $30 dorm security deposits, due to a law which keeps dormitory apartments from the "apartment classifications." Apartment deposits must be paid interest. If MIT dorms were included in this category, then in four years time, interest on the deposits would accrue to almost $28,500.

However, these $30 deposits are not stored in the bank. According to Mr. H. E. Brannum, Director of Housing and Food Services, "It is the MIT cash flow during months to process." However he added around $28,500. They take a living on the deposits.

According to Brannum, most of the damage done now consists of holes in the walls. However, he did say that substantial prices were paid by one out of New House members who "lost" a chair that he had taken from the dorms and put in his apartment. He was forced to buy a new chair for New House. More recently, some MacGregor residents were charged with eating carrots without payment.
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